
INTRODUCTION

1.0 ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS USED. In the Vocabulary

various symbols are used to abbreviate gender and kinship re-

lationships. They are as follows: (m) masculine, (f) feminine,

(m.f) masculine and feminine, (fa) father, (mo) mother, (hu)

husband, (wi) wife, (so) son, (da) daughter. Also the words

(old) and (old usage) appear which indicate that the word is

not in common use today.

Words set off by parentheses () are included to help clar-

ify the meaning of the word being illustrated. The semicolons

; are used to separate groups of words within a gloss where

there is a wide difference of meaning because of a homophonous

form being illustrated.

2.0 ORTHOGRAPHY. The Rotokas language is spoken by approx-

imately 4,200 people living in the Kieta Sub-District of

Bougainville Island. There are three dialects which have been

designated: Aita, Pipipaia, and Rotokas Proper. The ortho-

graphy and majority of words are from the Rotokas Proper dia-

lect.

In the Rotokas Proper dialect the following sounds are

heard: a^ e^ i^ o^ u^ g^ k^ p^ r^ s^ t^ v. The pronunciation

of these sounds is as follows:

2.1 VOWELS.
a as in father

e as in bed

i as in maohine

o as in pole

u as in pool

The long vowels: aa^ ee^ ii^ oo^ and uu are pronounced
as single vowels but are held over a longer period of time*
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2.2 CONSONANTS.



3.0 SYNTAX. Rotokas sentences may be long and complicated,
but one can adequately express himself with short simple sen^
tences, too. A very brief description of a simple verb and. a
few illustrations of short sentences may be helpful to anyone
wishing to speak Rotokas, making use of the Vocabulary and a
good deal of ingenuity!

3.1 A SIMPLE VERB. The main part of the Rotokas sentence i$

the verb. Within this single word all of the following may
be expressed: the type of action or state of being, the nature
of this action or state, the attitude of the subject, the sub-

ject, and the time of the action or state of being. However,

a common form of the verb includes only the type of act:ion or
state of being (the root), -pa for continuing action, the sub-

ject marker, and the time marker, in that order.

root continuing action subject time

paU'pa-ra-vere

sit - continuing - I - near future

'I will be sitting'

The continuing action marker, -pa, is optional and without it

in the above example, the meaning would be: 'I will sit.'

You will note that there are two sets of subject and time

markers (see APPENDIX page 393) . Class 1 is used when there

is no object affected, e.g. 'He was talking.' Class 2 is used

when the action of the verb affects an object, e.g. 'I hit the
ball' {ball is the object).

There are also two handy markers which may occur suffix^
to the verb root. When they do, however, neither th^ subject

nor the time markers occur . They are -sia and -ovo. The use
of them approximates the English use of the infinitive and

the gerund forms of the verb, e.g. pau-sJa 'to sit' as in

ruipa-pa-ra-ei pau-sia 'I want to sit' and pau-oro 'sitting'

as in reO'pa-ra-ei pau-oro 'I am speaking sitting down ^
' You

will notice that some of the verb roots in the Vocabulary
occur with the -sia marker. This is to help distinguish than

from other parts of speech.
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5.2 SIMPLE SENTENCES. Although the order of words in the
Rotokas sentences may change greatly, there is a predominant
pattern which can be followed for the construction of sijnple

sentences. These patterns are illustrated below. Any word
occurring in parentheses does not have to occur in the sent-
ence.

3.2.1 SENTENCES WITHOUT AN OBJECT (INTRANSITIVE).

(Time) (Subject) (Location) Verb (Adverb) (Verb)

(a) ouokivu-ia ragai Ibu iare ava-ra-epa ogoevira ikau-oro

on another day I Ibu to I went hungrily running

'On another day I went running to Ibu hungrily.'

(b) Rut kare-o-vere varavira

Ruth she will return downward

'Ruth will go back down.

'

(o) aruvea upia-ra-erao

yesterday I was sick

'Yesterday I was sick.'

3.2.2 SENTENCES WITH AN OBJECT (TRANSITIVE)

(Time) (Subject) Object Verb (Adverb) (Verb) (Location)

(d) vera kaakau tapa-re-vora voari

he dog he hit back there

'He hit the dog back there.'

In some instances the transitive sentence may be com-
plicated by the inclusion of an indirect object. The next
sentence illustrated shows how the indirect object receives
the action displayed towards the (direct) object.



3,2.3 SENTENCES WITH BOTH OBJECT AND INDIRECT OBJECT.

(Time) (Subject) Indirect-object Object Verb (Adverb) (Location)

(e) veva iare perapaisi viki-pa-ta^voi garutuvira

him to soccerball you are throwing slowly

'You are throwing the soccerball to him slowly.

'

3.2.4. NEGATIVE SENTENCES. To make a sentence negative, the
word viapau is used initially in the order of words. To make
sentence (d) negative, the Rotokas would read:

(f) viapau vera kaakau tapa-re-vora voari

no he dog he hit back there

'He didn't hit the dog back there.'

3.2.5 QUESTIONS. To make an interrogative sentence from the
types illustrated above, introduce the sentence with the pro-
per question word, i.e. when, where, who, etc. When whp (iaf!(?a)

is used, one must be careful that the subject marker of the
verb agrees in gender with the interrogative as illustrated
here [see sentence (b)].

(g) irou-va kare-o-vere varavira

who (f) she will return downward

'Who will go back down?'
or 'Which female will go back down?'

[see sentence (f)]

(h) eakepa viapau vera kaakau tapa-re-vora voari

why no he dog he hit back there

'Why didn't he hit the dog back there?'

3.3 PREPOSITIONS. You will notice in the above sentences
that the prepositions always follow the noun, location, and
time words. See sentence (a) ovokivu-ia 'on another day'
and Ibu iare ' to Ibu' ; and see sentence (e) rera iare 'to
him.' The preposition -ia in the first instance is very much
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like the Pidgin preposition long which approximates most of
the prepositions used in English.

3.4 POSSESSION. There are at least three ways to express pos-

session of something. They are illustrated here using the pos-

session marker, -ax*di and the possessive pronouns (see page
350).

ragai va-aro aioa ragai aioa-gpo

I it-poss. food I food-poss.

'my food' 'my food'

aioa oaa

food mine

'my food'

3.5 NOUN PHRASES. Demonstrative pronouns (see page 350) and
adjectives are combined with nouns in various types of phrases.
The order in which the words occur in a phrase is illustrated
here.

3.5.1 DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS. The demonstrative pronouns al-
ways immediately precede the nouns they designate.

vo oivato evava kepaara

this (m) man those things houses

'this man' 'those houses'

3.5.2 ADJECTIVES. Adjectives always immediately precede the
noun which they modify.

vearo aio vivo kaekae raiva

good food big long road

'good food' 'very long road'
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